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Abstract
This paper applies two reliable and efficient evolutionary-based methods named Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) and
Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) to solve Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem. OPF is one of the essential functions of electrical
power generation control and operation. It aims to estimate the optimal settings of real generator output power, bus voltage,
reactive power compensation devices, and transformer tap setting. The objective function of OPF is to minimize total production
cost while maintaining the power system operation within its security limit constrains. SFLA and GWO are meta-heuristic
evolutionary-based methods. SFLA mimics the frogs’ behavior while searching for food. GWO mimics the grey wolfs behavior
while hunting for prey. These methods are simulated and tested on the standard IEEE 30-bus and 57-bus test systems. Moreover,
the performances of the applied algorithms are analyzed and compared with each other as well as with other existing
optimization techniques. The obtained results show the strengths of the two applied methods and the superiority of them in
comparison to the other methods.
Keywords: Optimal power flow, Shuffled Frog Leaping, Memeplex, Grey Wolf Optimizer.
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1. Introduction
Optimal power flow is a load flow analysis that uses optimization methods to adjust decision variables (control variables) to
determine the best operating conditions of the power system. The control variables of OPF are the generator active power output,
voltage of generating unit, tap-settings of the transformers, and shunt reactive power of injection devices in the electrical power
system. The objective function of OPF aims to minimize the total generation cost while satisfying the equality and inequality
constrains (Al-Muhawesh and Qamber, 2008; Vaisakh and Srinivas, 2010). The equality constraints are the active and reactive
power balance at each node. The inequality constraints are the control variables limits, line flow limits, and system voltage limits.
The OPF was developed in 1960s as an extension to economic load dispatch (ELD) (Kirschen and Strbac, 2004).
Mathematically, OPF is a non-linear large-scale optimization problem subject to non-linear constrains. Various traditional
techniques have been employed to solve the OPF problem since 1960s. Among these are the following classical methods: Linear
programming-based algorithms (LP) (Lin et al., 2010; Momoh et al., 1999) which need linearization for the objective function as
well as constraints. Non-linear optimization-based methods (NLP) (Momoh et al., 1999) are used in case of nonlinear objective
function or constrains. Newton methods (Ambriz-Perez et al., 2000; Ambriz-Perez et al., 1998) are second order optimization
techniques which are based on Taylor series. Quadratic programming approach (QP) (Momoh et al., 1994) is a type of NLP that is
used when the objective function is quadratic and the constraints are linear. Gradient based methods (Dommel and Tinney, 1968)
depend on moving along the direction that improves the objective function as determined by the gradient vector. Decomposition
algorithms (Alsac and Stott, 1974; Shoults and Sun, 1982) divide the optimization task by partitioning the constrain limits into
smaller constrained problems.
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All the aforementioned techniques and other traditional methods have been applied to OPF. In addition, many improvements
have been introduced to classical techniques (Alguacil and Conejo, 2000; Wei et al., 1998). However, they generally suffer from
many drawbacks in solving complex problems like OPF optimization. The main disadvantages can be summarized as follows:



Some techniques require linearization and differentiability.
The obtained optimal solution is dependent on initialization thus, the optimization could end at local optima and misses
the global optimum solution.
 Some techniques suffer from poor convergence.
 The convergence becomes slow in case of large number of control variables.
Due to the drawbacks in classical methods, the artificial intelligence (AI) techniques have been introduced to solve the OPF
problem. The AI-based optimization has become an important approach for determining the global optimal solution. One of the
most important intelligent search techniques is called evolutionary algorithms (EAs). Since many EAs have natural or biological
origins, they are also referred to as natural inspired (NI) or bio-inspired optimization (BIO) algorithms. EAs generate a random
population that includes a set of possible solutions. The populations carry out a comprehensive search in the entire problem’s
search space to obtain the global optimal solution. This procedure of searching leads to reduction in execution time, enhancing
solution quality, and avoids local optimum solutions. The main advantages of EAs include their ability of finding the global
optimal solution, processing problems having many qualitative constraints, better than classical methods in solving multi-objective
optimization problems, and the possibility of simultaneously locating multiple local optimal solutions.
A literature survey shows that various EAs optimization techniques have been employed to solve OPF problem during the past
few decades. The following methods are examples of EAs:
Genetic algorithm (GA) (Zaman et al., 2016) operates with encoded binary parameters rather than the decimal values. Each
string considered as a chromosome which presents all possible solutions. This method depends on three main operators which are
selection, crossover, and mutation.
The evolutionary algorithm (Toffolo and Lazzaretto, 2002) depends on operators inspired by biological evolution like
procreation, crossover, mutation, and selection.
Tabu search (TS) (Senthil and Manikandan, 2010) is a meta-heuristic search method that employs local search algorithms
based on a hill-climbing technique. This method utilizes local search steps to move from a local solution to an improved global
optimal solution by defining neighborhoods and using tabu list.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) (Praveen and Rao, 2016) is a stochastic optimization technique. PSO is inspired by the
procedure followed by organized colonies like fish or birds when searching for food.
Artificial neural network (ANN) (Suman et al., 2016) is a connecting group of artificial neurons which uses a computational
paradigm for data processing based on connectionist models.
Artificial bee colony optimization (ABC) (Afandi and Miyauchi, 2014) simulates foraging attitude of a bee swarm during
searching for a food source and sharing information between bees.
Differential Evolution (DE) (Acharjee, 2016) is a population-based stochastic optimization technique. The initial population is
generated randomly and then moves to the optimal solution using a combination of natural arithmetic and evolutionary operators
like recombination, mutation, and selection.
Naturally inspired algorithms are also used to solve the ELD problem. A comprehensive review of application of BIO
optimization algorithms to the ELD problem is presented in (Dubey et al., 2014). Among the recent ones is the Flower Pollination
Algorithm (FPA) (Dubey et al., 2015) and Backtracking search algorithm (BSA) (Tyagi et al., 2016). FPA is an intriguing process
in the natural world. The local pollination of FPA is controlled by a scaling factor and an intensive exploitation phase is added to
tune the best solution. BSA is a population based stochastic search optimization technique which is based on the principles of
evolution and natural genetics by using mutation, crossover, and selection.
Shuffled frog leaping algorithm (SFLA) was proposed by Eusuff and Lansey in 2003 (Eusuff and Lansey, 2003). It is a
memetic algorithm that is based on the evolution of memes where the population (frogs) performs a local optimization inside their
memeplex. The frogs within each memeplex are improved independently. The frogs spread their memes (idea) through the
memeplexes. SFLA has a local search technique and a global search that depends on mixing data between memeplexes to obtain a
global optimal solution. The SFLA has fast execution time as a small population of frogs is sufficient to obtain a convergence to
the global optimum solution.
A recent evolutionary-based technique is the grey wolf optimizer (GWO) that was proposed by Mirjalili in 2014 (Mirjalili et
al., 2014). The GWO simulates the hunting and leadership hierarchy of grey wolves. It depends on the steps taken by the wolves
for hunting the prey. The grey wolves are divided into four types according to their fitness in leadership hierarchy. The
optimization procedure contains three main steps which are searching for prey, encircling prey, and attacking prey.
This paper applies the two reliable and efficient evolutionary-based methods, SFLA and GWO, for solving the OPF problem.
The standard IEEE 30-bus and 57-bus are used as test systems. Moreover, the performance of these algorithms is analyzed and
compared to other state of the art techniques to show the strengths and suitability of each method in solving the OPF problem.
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2. The Formulation of OPF Problem
The goal of OPF is to obtain the optimal steady state power system setting to minimize an objective function such as generation
cost while the power system is operating within its security limit. The objective function FT is the generator fuel cost which is
given by the following equation
Ng

FT   ai Pi 2  bi Pi  ci

$/hr

(1)

i 1

where,
FT : Total quadratic cost function

Pi

: Real power generated

Ng : Number of generator bus

a i , bi , ci : Fuel cost coefficients
- Subject to the constraints
(a)

Network real power balance

Pi (V ,  )  Pgi  Pdi  

(2)

(i = 1, 2,  , NB)
(b) Network reactive power balance

Qi (V ,  )  Q gi  Q di  

(3)

(i = NV + 1, NV + 2,  , NB)
(c) Security limits constraints
 Generator active power constrains
Pi ,gmin  Pi g  Pi ,gmax

(4)

(i = 1, 2,  , NG)


Generator voltage magnitude constrains

Vi ,gmin  Vi g  Vi ,gmax

(5)

(i = 1, 2,  , NG)


Voltage angle constrains

 i ,min   i   i ,max

(6)

(i = 1, 2,  , NB)
-

Real active power flow equations are:
NB

Pi (V ,  )  Vi

V

j (G ij

cos  ij Bij sin  ij )

(7)

j 

-

Reactive power flow equations are:
NB

Qi (V ,  )  Vi

V
j 

where,

j (G ij

sin  ij Bij cos  ij )

(8)
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NG : Total number of generator buses
NB : Total number of number of buses
NV : Total number of voltage controlled buses
Pi , Q i : Active and reactive power injection into bus i
Pdi , Q di : Active and reactive load on bus i
Pgi , Q gi : Active and reactive power generation on bus i
Vi : Voltage magnitude on bus i
 i : Voltage phase angle on bus i
Yij = G ij + jB ij : Admittance matrix elements
3. Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm
The basic idea behind SFLA is inspired from the frogs’ memetic evolution while searching for food. The two main components
of the SFLA are the local and global search. The local search is similar to the one used in PSO algorithm (Eberhart and Kennedy,
1995). The global search is similar to the method used in shuffled complex evolution algorithm (Duan et al., 1992). The solution of
problem is generated as a random population (frogs) as shown in Equation (1). Each raw is considered as one frog which
represents one possible solution for the problem. The frogs are divided into sets “memeplexes”. Each memeplex has the same
number of frogs. Within each memeplex, there is a local search where the frogs improve their positions to get a better solution. In
the global information exchange technique, the frogs are divided again into memeplexes based on their fitness. Therefore, the data
are passed across memeplexes in a shuffling process (Eusuff and Lansey, 2003).
The procedure of SFLA is as follows:
1) Generate initial population of P frogs which represents the randomly generated solution

Population=

X1 
 . 


 . 


 X p 

(9)
P N tie

where Xi is the position of the ith frog, P is the number of frogs, and Ntie is the problem dimension
2) The frogs are arranged in a descending order according to their fitness.
3) Frogs are divided into m memeplexes, each memeplex contains n frogs (i.e., P = n × m) where the 1st frog of the sorted frogs is
inserted into the 1st memeplex, the 2nd is added to the 2nd memeplex, and so on till the mth frog is inserted into mth memeplex, then
(m+1) th frog is concatenated to the 1st memeplex again, and so on. Therefore, each memeplex has n frogs
4) Within each memeplex, there is a local search where the best frog X b, worst frog Xw, and global best frog Xg are identified.
Then, the worst frog position is modified using frog leaping rule as given by Equation 10 and Equation 11 as indicated in
Figure 1:

D i = rand  (X b - X w )

(10)

( - D min  D i  D max )

X w (new) = X w (old) + D i

(11)

D
XW (old)

Xb
XW(new)
)

Figure 1: Frog leaping rule
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where rand is a random value between 0 and 1, D is the change frog’s position, i is iteration number, and Dmin and Dmax are the
allowable minimum and maximum change in the position of frog, respectively. If Xw(new) is better than Xw(old), it will replace its
position, otherwise, the calculations in the previous Equations are repeated with respect to the frog with the global solution. If no
improvement becomes possible, then new frogs are generated randomly to replace the worst frogs.

5) Repeat the preceding step for a predetermined number of local search iterations
6) After updating the frog’s position, the frogs are arranged again in a descending order by their fitness.
7) If the maximum number of iteration is reached, then stop. Else, return back to step 3.
The flowchart of SFLA is shown in Figure 2a and 2b.
Start

Population size (P)
Number of Memeplexes (m)
Iteration within each memeplex (it)

Generate Population (P) randomly

Evaluate fitness of (P)

Sort (P) in a descending order

Partition (P) into m memeplexes

Local search

Shuffle the memeplexes

No

Convergence
Criteria satisfied
Yes
Determine the best solution

END

Figure 2a: Flowchart of SFLA
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Local search

m=m+1

m=0

It=0

It=it+1

Determine Xb, Xw, and Xg
Apply Equations (10) and (11)
Yes

Is new frog better
than worst?

No
Apply Equation (10) and (11) with
replacing Xb by Xg
Yes

Is new frog better
than worst?

No
Generate a new frog randomly
Replace worst frog

No

m=No. of
memeplexes
Yes

It= Max no.
of iterations

No

Yes

Figure 2b: Flowchart of SFLA Local search
4. Grey Wolf Optimizer
Grey wolf optimizer is a metaheuristic search approach that is inspired by the hunting process followed by wolves. The wolves
always prefer to live in groups each having 5–12 wolves. Wolves are categorized into four dominant positions which are (1) alpha
(α), (2) beta (β), (3) delta (δ), and (4) omega (ω) wolves as shown in Figure 3 (Mirjalili et al., 2014).

Figure 3. Hierarchy of grey wolves
The first predominant wolves are alpha wolves and the predominance decreases gradually till the omega wolves. The alpha
wolves take the leading decisions like walk, hunt, and sleep decisions. Also, alpha wolves could follow other wolves. Although,
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alpha wolves have the highest dominance but sometimes it’s not the strongest wolves in the group (Mech, 1999). The beta wolves
are the second predominance level and they help alpha in some leadership activities. They are appointed to alpha wolves, if alpha
wolves become very old or endear. The beta wolves are consultants of the alpha wolves and also leaders for the delta and omega
wolves. The omega wolves are the lowest predominance in wolves group. The delta wolves are predominant to omega wolves and
also present data to alpha and beta wolves. The procedure of the GWO is demonstrated in Figure 4 and summarized by the
following steps:
a) Social strategy
The alpha wolf is considered the best solution. Then, the beta and delta wolves are the 2nd and 3rd fittest solutions, respectively.
The omega wolves are the remainder of the solutions. In general, alpha, beta, and delta wolves lead the optimization operation and
omega wolves follow them.
b)

Encircling the prey

The wolves are encircling the prey during hunting. In this step, the wolves move towards the prey. The encircling operation is
described by the following equations:
 


(12)
D  C  X P (t )  X (t )
 


X (t  1)  X P (t )  A  D
(13)





where t is current iteration number, A and C are the coefficient vectors, X P is the prey position vector and X is the search agent
position vector.


The vectors A and C are calculated as follows:

  
A  2a  r1  a


C  2  r2



where r1 and r2 are random vectors from 0 to 1 and a is a vector that is linearly decreases from 2 to 0 over the iteration.
c)

(14)
(15)

Hunting

To model the wolves’ hunting procedure, it is assumed that alpha (best solution), beta, and delta wolves have adequate
information for prey position. Thus, the best three solutions are saved and utilized to modify their positions. The wolves’ positions
are updated using alpha, beta, and delta positions to hunt the prey. The hunting operation is described by the following equations.

D  C1  X   X , D   C 2  X   X

(16)

, D  C 3  X   X
X 1  X   A1  D , X 2  X   A2  D 

(17)

, X 3  X   A3  D
X (t  1) 

X1  X 2  X 3
3

(18)

where X  , X  , and X  are positions of alpha, beta, and delta wolves respectively and A, C are vectors calculated by Equation
(14) and Equation (15)
d) Attacking the prey



Wolves start attacking the prey after they stop moving. This can be expressed by decreasing the value of a from 2 to 0 iteratively.


When vector A <1, the wolves is forced to attack the prey (local search of GWO).
e)

Searching for the prey
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The wolves search for the prey based on the alpha, beta, and delta positions. The wolves splay from each other for searching
and then gather to attack. The prey is found when |A| > 1. The wolves are forced to search for the best prey (global search of
GWO).
Start

Initiate random population of n grey wolves
Initialization of the GWO parameter a, A, and C
Calculate the fitness value for each search agent

Calculate Xα, Xβ, and Xδ
G=1

Update the position of search agent using Eq (18)

Iter=iter+1

Update the GWO parameter a, A, and C
Update Xα, Xβ, and Xδ

Is Max iteration reached?

No

Yes
Determine the best solution Xα

END

Figure 4. GWO algorithm
5. Simulation Results
The SFLA and GWO methods are applied to the standard IEEE 30-bus and 57-bus test systems. The generator coefficients and
output generation power limits are indicated in Table 1 and Table 2. The proposed algorithms are coded in MATLAB software
(Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). This paper uses maximum number of iterations as stopping criteria in both methods. The
Newton-Raphson method used for power flow solution for test systems is obtained from Matpower (Zimmerman et al., 1997)..
Table 1. Generators’ coefficients for IEEE 30-bus network
Bus no.
a
b
c
P min
P max
1
0.00375
2
0
50
200
2
0.0175
1.75
0
20
80
5
0.0625
1
0
15
50
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Table 1 (cont’d). Generators’ coefficients for IEEE 30-bus network
Bus no.
a
b
c
P min
P max
8
0.0083
3.25
0
10
35
11
0.025
3
0
10
30
13
0.025
3
0
12
40
Table 2. Generators’ coefficients for IEEE 57-bus network
Bus no.
a
b
c
P min
P max
1
0.07758
20
0
0
575.88
2
0.01
40
0
0
100
3
0.25
20
0
0
140
6
0.01
40
0
0
100
8
0.022222
20
0
0
550
9
0.01
40
0
0
100
12
0.032258
20
0
0
410
The optimal setting of control variables after applying the proposed SFLA and GWO for the standard IEEE 30-bus and 57-bus test
systems are shown in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.
Table 3. Optimal setting of control variable(s) for IEEE 30-bus system
SFLA
GWO
PG1 (MW)
177.1036
176.8493
PG2 (MW)
48.9199
48.7931
PG5 (MW)
21.5012
21.5169
PG8 (MW)
21.8577
21.6015
PG11 (MW)
12.1606
11.6872
PG13 (MW)
11.2553
12.3393
V1 (V P.U)
1.0600
1.0600
V2 (V P.U)
1.0430
1.0430
V5 (V P.U)
1.0100
1.0100
V8 (V P.U)
1.0100
1.0100
V11 (V P.U)
1.0820
1.0820
V13 (V P.U)
1.0710
1.0710
Losses (MW)
9.3982
9.3572
Fuel cost ($/h)
801.8280
801.8652
Table 4. Optimal setting of control variable(s) for IEEE-57 bus system
SFLA
GWO
PG1 (MW)
144.856
145.42
PG2 (MW)
93.0378
95.66
PG3 (MW)
45.209
45.02
PG6 (MW)
68.2624
67.57
PG8 (MW)
457.0264
454.28
PG9 (MW)
95.8565
94.11
PG12 (MW)
365.9573
367.95
V1 (V P.U)
1.04
1.04
V2 (V P.U)
1.01
1.01
V3 (V P.U)
0.985
0.985
V6 (V P.U)
0.98
0.98
V8 (V P.U)
1.005
1.005
V9 (V P.U)
0.98
0.98
V12 (V P.U)
1.015
1.015
Fuel cost ($/h)
41872.9
41873.188
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In this work, the performance of SFLA, GWO, and GA (MATLAB GA-toolbox) are compared for solving the OPF problem on
the standard IEEE 30-bus and 57-bus test systems. Table 5 compares the number of parameters, execution time, and optimal fuel
cost for SFLA, GWO, and GA. The results show that the optimal fuel cost of GWO and SFLA are almost the same and better than
GA. GWO has the lowest execution time and GA is faster than SFLA. GWO has only two parameters to adjust which are the

population size and vector a . SFLA has 5 parameters which are the number of memeplexes, number of frogs in memeplex,
number of frogs in a sub memeplex, number of evolution, and maximum step size. GA has 6 parameters which are population size,
number of generations, crossover type, crossover rate, mutation types, and mutation rate. These results demonstrate the superiority
of the SFLA and GWO over GA method.
The performance of proposed methods is sensitive to the parameters used, Table 6 shows the values of the parameters used for
each algorithm to solve the optimal power flow problem. The parameters’ values were determined to obtain the optimum solution
with minimal execution time. For the GWO, the optimal value for population size is 30 candidates. Using fewer candidates lead to
reduction in the quality of solution while having more candidates resulted in increasing the execution time with no noticeable
improvement in solution. Moreover, the solution is found to be insensitive to the vector a. For SFLA, the number of memeplexes,
frogs per memeplex, frogs per sub memeplex, and number of local search iterations in SFLA are selected by a grid search to obtain
the optimum solution and the lowest execution time. Using more frogs and a higher number of local iterations leads to increase in
execution time. Solution is found to be insensitive to step size. The same parameters’ selection criteria were also applied to GA.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the convergence characteristic of the proposed SFLA and GWO methods in comparison with the
GA approach. As evident from the graphs, the two applied methods converge to the optimal solution after fewer number of
iterations than the GA.
Table 5. Result comparison for GWO, SFLA, and GA
GWO
SFLA
GA
Optimal cost for (30 bus) ($/h)
801.8652
801.8280
802.5
Optimal cost for (57 bus) ($/h)
41873.19
41872.9
42128
execution time for (30 bus) Sec
86.384
214.284
188.198
execution time for (57 bus) Sec
229.365
987.806
401.813
No. of parameters
2
5
6
Table 6. Selection of parameter
GWO
Population size

30

vector a

vector linearly decreases [2 to 0]
SFLA

number of memeplexes

5

frogs per memeplex

10

frogs per sub memeplex

3

number of local search iteration

5

and maximum step size

2
GA

Population size

30

number of generations

50

crossover type

single point

Crossover rate

0.9

mutation types

uniform

mutation rate

0.01
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Figure 5: Convergence characteristic for GWO, SFLA and GA for the IEEE 30-bus system.

Figure 6: Convergence characteristic for GWO, SFLA and GA for the IEEE 57-bus system.
Also, SFLA and GWO are compared with EP (Yuryevich and Wong, 1999), DE (Sayah and Zehar, 2008), GA (Bouzeboudja
et al., 2005; Kumar and Chaturvedi, 2013), PSO (Chalermchaiarbha and Ongsakul, 2013; Vaisakh and Srinivas, 2011), TS (Abido,
2002), honey bee mating optimization (HBM) (Niknam et al., 2011), and Modified differential evolution (MDE) methods (Sayah
and Zehar, 2008). Table 7 and Table 8 show that the best generation cost is obtained by the utilized algorithms. Therefore, the
results show the ability of the presented methods to reach the global optimum better than the other optimization approaches.
Table 7. Result comparison for the IEEE 30-bus system
EP
DE-OPF
TS
MDE-OPF
PG1 (MW)
173.848
176.009
176.04
175.974
PG2 (MW)
49.998
48.801
48.76
48.884
PG5 (MW)
21.386
21.334
21.56
21.51
PG8 (MW)
22.63
22.262
22.05
22.24
PG11 (MW)
12.928
12.46
12.44
12.251
PG13 (MW)
12
12
12
12
Cost ($/h)
802.62
802.394
802.29
802.376

PG1 (MW)
PG2 (MW)
PG5 (MW)
PG8 (MW)
PG11 (MW)
PG13 (MW)
Cost ($/h)

GA
175.16
49.03
19.52
19.68
17.10
12.00
801.96

HBM
178.4646
46.274
21.4596
21.446
13.207
12.0134
802.21

GWO
176.8493
48.7931
21.5169
21.6015
11.6872
12.3393
801.8652

SFLA
177.1036
48.9199
21.5012
21.8577
12.1606
11.2553
801.8280
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Table 8. Result comparison for the IEEE 57-bus system
Method
Fuel cost ($/hr)
BASE-CASE
51347.8
GA
42698
PSO
42109.7
SFLA
41872.9
GWO
41873.188
6. Conclusions
This paper proposes the application of two recent evolutionary-based techniques, shuffled frog leaping algorithm and grey wolf
optimizer, to solve the optimal power flow problem in electrical power system. These techniques handle the generation fuel cost
optimization problem as a single objective function. The performance of the utilized algorithms was tested on the standard IEEE
30-bus and 57-bus test systems and compared with other existing optimization methods from the literature. The results showed that
SFLA and GWO produced the lowest fuel cost among the other algorithms under comparison. Moreover, they have similar
convergence characteristics where optimal solution is obtained within few number of iterations. However, GWO has only 2
controlling parameters and faster execution time. Thus, based on the performed analysis, GWO is the most promising technique
for solving the complicated OPF problem.
Nomenclature

FT
Pi
a i , bi , ci
NG
NB
NV
Pi , Q i
Pdi , Q di
Pgi , Q gi

Total operating cost of power generation
Real power generated
Fuel cost coefficients
Total number of generator buses
Total number of buses
Total number of voltage controlled buses
Active and reactive power injection into bus i
Active and reactive load on bus i
Active and reactive power generation on bus i

Vi
i

Voltage magnitude on bus i

Yij = G ij + jBij

Admittance matrix elements

Xi
P
rand
N tie
D min , D max
D
 
A, C

XP

X
 
r1 , r2

a
X , X  , X

Position of the ith frog

Voltage phase angle on bus i

Number of frogs
Random value between 0 and 1
Problem dimension
Minimum and maximum change in the position of frog
Change in frog’s position
Coefficient vectors
Prey position vector
Search agent position vector
Random vectors from 0 to 1
Vector linearly decreases from 2 to 0
Positions of alpha, beta, and delta wolves
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